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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to design an algorithm for star 

partitions of the graph. We shall now bring out a useful 

connection between the domination number of a graph and 

what we shall choose to call the ‘star partition number’ of 

the graph which is an invariant of the graph defined by a 

certain type of partition of its vertex set. We consider finite 

undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let   be a graph and                       be a partition of 

     – we then say that   is a partition of  . Denoted 

by       the set of all partitions of  . A star partition of   is a 

partition                       of G such that    is a star for 

each               of graph G has a star partition, viz  

                  , the trivial star partition of G[1, 3, 6, 

7, 8, 9, 13, 15 ]. Thus, the set       of all star partition of   is 

nonvoid. The number                          is called the 

star partition number of  . The members of the set         
                          are called the minimum star 

partition of  . H. B. Walikar [1] has proved following 

preposition and theorems.  

2. PROPOSITION 

For any graph  ,              
There are graphs   for which              and in the 

following proposition we shall show that trees fall under this 

category. 

3. PROPOSITION 
 For any tree T,               

3.1 Remark: The star partition constructed in the proof 

of the above proposition is not unique even for a given 

minimum dominating set containing all the supports in  . We 

are now ready to give a characterization of tree having a 

unique minimum dominating set. 
Henceforth, given                          we let    
denote the centre of the star ⟨      ,              ;    

                and let        –      for any   

            . 

3.2 Theorem 1 

A tree   has a unique minimum dominating set if and only if 

for every                         , and for every 

              ,             implies that there exists  

                 with             

3.3 COROLLARY 
 The path    of length n has unique minimum dominating set 

if, and only if            . Notice from the proof of 

theorem 1 that it does not make use of any property of a tree 

 , other than that of                 Thus, the following 

extension of theorem 1 also holds, where   ,   and    have the 

same meaning as above. 

3.4 Theorem 2 
Let   be any graph such that             . Then   has a 

unique minimum dominating set if, and only if for every 

                         and for every  
                          implies that there exists 

                 with             

We already introduced the star partition number       of a 

graph     as the minimum order of the partition of the vertex 

set of   into subsets, each of which induces a star in   .Here , 

we consider the detail study of the star partition number and 

extend the result              for a triangle – free graph. 

For some standard graphs, the star – partition number can be 

easily found are given as follows: 

1)               
 

 
  

 

2)             
                               
                                       

  

 

3)                
                 

 
 

 
              

  

 

4)                
   

 
  

Where       denote the smallest the integer not smaller 

than the real number X. 

We know that              for any tree  . It has its 

own importance in characterizing the trees having unique 

minimum dominating sets. Moreover, the minimum star 

partition (whose order equals to the domination number). 

The following theorem extends this result to the graphs 

having no triangles) i.e. a cycle of length three.) 

 

3.5 Theorem 3  

For any triangle – free graph  ,               

3.6 Corollary 
For any tree  ,               
For a graph   we denote by    the graph obtained from   by 

the adjunction of a new adjacencies    for every vertex   in   

and  making new adjacencies     for every vertex   in  . 

3.7 Proposition 
Every graph   can be imbedded as an induced sub graph of a 

graph   for which              . 
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3.8 Corollary 
There is no finite family of forbidden graphs by which the 

class                          is characterized. 

This Corollary shows that the results of the sort of Theorem 3 

are infinite in number. 

The following result gives the bounds on the size of a graph   

of order   with given star partition number. It is well known 

that “the minimum number of edges in a graph   of order  , 

having   components, has size   –    if, and only if each 

component of   is a tree”. 

Let                          , Then       
                                             

3.9 Proposition 
Let   be a       –graph with         . Then 

(1)       
 

 
       

  
          

Furthermore, the lower bound in (1) attains if, and only if 

           
   and the upper bound in (1) attains if, and 

only if            
   , where pi are as defined above and 

‘   ’ denotes the recursive graph ‘join’. 

3.10 Proposition 

Let     and   be any three positive integers and    
      
    where       . For each                , then for 

every integer   with       
 

 
       

  
          

there exists a graph   with   vertices and   edges satisfying 

           

The following results deal with the Cartesian product of two 

graphs and star partition number. Let    and    be two graph, 

the Cartesian product         is the graph whose vertex set 

                              and the edge set       
                                        

                                                           

      Where                                     

                   

3.11 Proposition 
Let    and    be any two graphs of order    and 

    espectively. Then 

                          
          

        

3.12 Algorithm: Star Partition     

1. For each vertex             
2. If      is independent set 

3. Then do       –       
4. Else choose an independent subsets   of        

5. And set       –          
6. Repeat   until       

The procedure star partition works as follows: Line   consider 

each vertex in the graph. Line   checks the open 

neighborhood of       is independent set or not. Line 3 if the 

independent set condition is satisfied then it subtract closed 

neighborhood set      from vertex set  .   –           . In 

line 4 if the independent set is not satisfied it choose subset   

of      and set                   This process will repeat 

until      

Example: Consider the following graph for star partition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

                               
                            –         
                                           –          
                                    

                                          –        
                                                   
                                                      –       
                                                  

                            –         
                        
                        –           

             

Then the star partition of the graph is as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The star partition set is                            

4. Conclusion 
        Here, we raise the problem of determining the structure 

of graphs   having one and only one minimum dominating 

set  , and determine the structure of such trees in terms of 

certain partitions, called star partition of   of the vertex set 

of  . We developed the algorithm to handle the star partition 

of   in linear time. 
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